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150 mm

Natural stone wall panels span a wide array of panels used extravagantly for interior and
exterior wall applications. Cut from natural stones, these panels carry the magnificent textures
and subtle patterns of nature peppered across their surface. The lavish colors with elegant
interlocks or straight cuts make these an ideal choice for commercial and residential décor.

Specifications

600 mm

Tile Size: 150mm x 600mm
Thickness: 15-20 mm
Application Style: Interlock Panels
Color: Varying
Company Series: Natural Stone Wall Panels [WPxxxSI]
Application Area: Interior Walls, Exterior Elevations, Customized

1-18

Elegance runs within colors, within textures splattering across your home interior. The silver gray wall
panel complemented with gray tiled floor and white furniture highlighted with red accessories creates a
surreal, elegant charm in the livin area.
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WP009SI
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WP010SI

WP054SI

WP055SI

WP012SI

WP056SI

WP057SI

The natural stones used for creating wall panels are excaved from deep within the earth, where
they had evolved into existance with centuries of extensive natural processing. As such, they
carry an unparalleled natural appeal of timeless grace and elegance.

WP031SI

WP032SI

WP052SI
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WP058SI

WP062SI

WP066SI

WP067SI

Contrast modern furniture with a traditional architecture and imperial interlocking wall panels to
create a contemporary interior that asserts a unique style statement.

WP068SI

WP069SI

WP070SI

WP071SI

WP073SI

WP074SI

WP081SI

WP075SI

WP077SI

Diverse Colors
Natural stones are formed using a variety of
mineral, foliage and other natural materials.
As such, they express an abundent variety
in colors and patterns to pick from to
complements your taste and personality.
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transient interlockcs

tercet interlockcs

Tile Size: 150mm x 400mm
Thickness: 15-20 mm
Application Style: Interlock Panels
Color: Varying
Company Series: Natural Stone Wall Panels [WPxxxSI]
Application Area: Interior Walls, Exterior Elevations, Customized

WP061SI

Creating three locks, unlike the regular and transient interlocking panels, Tercet panels create
an even, smooth appearance on the walls. Ornate them with natural stone murals to give your
interior decor a delicate grandeur.

150 mm

Specifications

150 mm

Interlocking panels create a seamless pattern of rich textures throughout the wall, giving it a
natural appearance and decorative charisma. Smaller interlocking panels are shorter in length
from the regular interlocks, but cast the same seamless experience over the walls.

Specifications

400 mm

400 mm

WP064SI

WP072SI
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WP080SI
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Tile Size: 150mm x 400mm
Thickness: 15-20 mm
Application Style: Triple Interlock Panels
Color: Varying
Company Series: Natural Stone Wall Panels [WPxxxSI]
Application Area: Interior Walls, Exterior Elevations, Customized

WP034SI

tiled panels

150 mm

Celebrate your artistic incline by decorating your bedroom walls with multi-coloured panels, or
generate an imperial, antique look on your accent walls with lightly textured stone wall panels
with rustic colors. Tiled panels, created with natural stones offer multiple colors and finishes to
make your interior spaces come alive.

Specifications

600 mm

Tile Size: 150mm x 600mm
Thickness: 15-20 mm
Application Style: Interlock Panels
Color: Varying
Company Series: Natural Stone Wall Panels [WPxxxSI]
Application Area: Interior Walls, Exterior Elevations, Customized

Sprinkle your exterior walls with subtle colors
and natural textures for a timeless look. Natural
stones not only offer elegant and luxurious
appearance, but also grant spaces a warm
and welcoming look!

WP029SI
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WP035SI

WP037SI

WP060SI

WP063SI

WP039SI

WP046SI

WP076SI

WP078SI

WP047SI
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WP079SI

WP081SI
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square panels

Specifications
Tile Size: 300mm x 300mm
Thickness: 12mm
Application Style: Interlock Panels, Tiles
Company Series: Natural Stone Wall Panels [WPxxxSI]
Application Area: Interior Walls, Exterior Elevations, Customized

WP050SI

300 mm

Wall Panels are also cast in square interlocking or tiled pattern for ease of application on pillars,
around stone mosaics and boundary walls. Create a spellbinding, unique look to your interior or
exterior decor by application of exotic panels on pillars, fountains and wall corners.

300 mm

WP051SI

WP065SI
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A creative application of wall
panels on the enterance wall of this
apartment grants it an instantly lavish
appearance. Accessorized with
artificial grass, bamboo furniture and
innovative lighting, the casual lobby
now has its own imperial personality.
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Fountain Tiles
Fountain tiles are fashioned with natural stones by either piecing together thin panels or
process the stones with grooves and ridges to resemble wave patterns splashing through
the tiles. Available in a comprehensive assortment of both interlock and tile patterns,
Fountain Tiles are resilient, easy to install and require low maintenance, while giving your
home a touch of boundless splendour.

FT001SI

FT017SI

FT005SI

FT006SI

FT002SI

FT004SI
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FT014SI

FT015SI

FT016SI

Turn a casual dining room into a stunning sanctuary with the warmth and elegance of
polished fountain tiles to complement the antique feel of draping curtains and natural plants.

FT012SI

FT018SI
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FT009SI
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